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Motivation: Climate impacts of rapid reduction of SO2
emissions in North America and Europe since 1980’s
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We use the Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM) ver. 1

CPL 7 Coupler

CAM4-Oslo
Atm. Chemistry and 

Physics
1.9°X 2.5°

26 levels in vertical

CLM4-CN

snicar: snow albedo

CICE4
sea-ice albedo

MICOM

~ 1° along the equator
gx1v6

Aerosol module:
• Five aerosol compounds: sea salt, black carbon (BC), organic matter (OM), sulfate and mineral dust
• Aerosols can be both internally and externally mixed.
• Chemical and physical processing (i.e. the size distribution) of the aerosol population is described

using 44 size bins.
• Aerosols are simulated online, i.e. they interact with radiation, meteorology etc.
• Both direct and indirect (cloud albedo and lifetime) aerosol effects are simulated.

Bentsen et al., 2013; Iversen et al., 2013; Kirkevåg et al., 2013
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Previous studies below have used NorESM to look at 
climate impacts using historical changes (since the1980s)

Acosta Navarro et al. (2016)
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Figure 2 | E�ect of reduced European sulfate (SO2+SO4) emissions on di�erent climate variables. Annual mean (1996–2005) anomaly between
Historical and Fixed EUR emission simulations for surface temperature (TS) (a), all-sky aerosol optical depth (AOD) in the visible light range (b),
column-integrated cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) (c), net (incoming minus outgoing) shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiative flux at
TOA (d) and ice cover fraction (e). Stippling indicates statistical significance at 95% using a two-tailed Student’s t-test.

63% (Arctic) and 17% (global) larger temperature increase than the
Fixed SO2 emission simulation (Fig. 1c). As expected, the strongest
radiative perturbations due to the reduced SO2 emissions occur
over Europe, where the largest reductions in aerosol optical depth
(AOD) and cloud droplet number concentration are calculated. The
resulting increased net (incoming minus outgoing) TOA radiative
flux is estimated to be 1–5Wm�2 (Fig. 2b–d). However, concurrent
with other studies focused on aerosol climate e�ects18–21,26, the
largest response in surface temperature is calculated to occur in the
Arctic (Fig. 2a), and the warming is particularly pronounced over
areas with large reductions of sea ice (Fig. 2a,e).

Table 1 shows the individual components of the energy budget of
the Arctic as deduced by the model calculations (see also Fig. 3).
The reduced SO2 emissions induce a local decrease in the AOD

both over Europe and north of 70 �N, and thus a local increase in
the annual mean net TOA solar radiative flux in the Arctic, which
is dominated by the clear-sky contribution (Supplementary Fig. 8).
Furthermore, the ocean transports more heat to the Arctic (Fig. 3c),
with an annual increase of 0.48Wm�2. These increases in energy
input to the Arctic are to some extent compensated by a reduced
atmospheric heat transport (Fig. 3b) amounting to �0.45Wm�2.
Overall, reduced SO2 emissions sum up to an annual average net
energy gain of 0.30Wm�2 in the Arctic and a temperature response
of 0.54 �C. In contrast, European land areas receive an additional
1.19Wm�2, but warm only by 0.13 �C (Table 1 and Fig. 2a). Hence,
although the TOA net radiative change in the Arctic is positive, it
cannot explain the enhanced temperature response in the Arctic
when the SO2 emissions are reduced. Instead, a redistribution of
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NorESM Simulations -Regions and SO2 emission changes

• Control simulation: 
Constant year 2000 conditions

• Increased emissions: 
Similar instantaneous RF (~-0.45W/m2)

• 160 (200) years (last 110 (150) years 
used for analysis)

• Initial conditions from CMIP5 20th

century simulation
• RF + ERF simulations
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Lewinschal et al. (2019)

Previous studies below have used NorESM to look at 
climate impacts using idealized changes (7xEU SO2)



Questions

• Is the Arctic response in NorESM driven through atmosphere or the 
ocean?
• Run slab-ocean simulations to evaluate the changes driven by ocean-heat 

transport alone and atmospheric pathways

• What are the mechanisms that drives the initial Arctic response (first 
50 years)?
• Run a series of initial-condition ensemble simulations with the modified 

aerosol forcing to get statistically robust changes that explain the Arctic 
response



Is it the Atmosphere? Is it the Ocean?
Slab-ocean model experiments

Slab ocean

Atmospheric GCM

Interactive fluxes Prescribed fluxes
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Question 1: Is it the Atmosphere? Is it the Ocean?
Fully-coupled response Modified-Atmosphere

Modified-Ocean Modified-Atm.& Ocean

Largest changes are observed in simulations where the atmosphere is perturbed. Changes in ocean heat transport play a
secondary role and even counters the changes – as seen in the modified Atm & Ocean run. These changes are still larger than
that predicted by the fully-coupled model.

Krishnan et al., 2020 (GRL)
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Changes in Arctic temperatures are driven by changes in turbulent fluxes – related to changes in the sea-ice fraction. 
This suggests that the Arctic response is modulated by changes in Arctic sea-ice. 



• Proposed plan
• To run a set of initial-condition ensemble 

simulations  with the fully-coupled model 
and perturbed aerosol forcing from Europe

Question II: What drives the sea-ice changes and Arctic 
response through atmospheric changes?

• Initial-condition Ensemble: Individual 
member simulations differ by small 
perturbations, which grow with time due to 
the unpredictable variability (“chaos”). 
• Allows the ensemble to capture uncertainty 

in initial conditions, and the variability in 
changes driven by the modified aerosol 
forcing

Fig. 1. DJF SAT [color shading; °C (50 yr)−1] and SLP [contours; hPa (50 yr)−1] trends (1963–2012) for each member 
of the CESM-LE (labeled 1–30), the CESM-LE ensemble-mean trend (labeled EM), and observations (labeled OBS). 
SLP contour interval is 1 hPa (50 yr)−1 starting at ±0.5 hPa (50 yr)−1, with solid (dashed) contours for positive 
(negative) values. SAT and SLP observation are from MLOST and 20CR, respectively. (Deser et al., 2016)



• Proposed plan
• To run initial-condition ensemble with 

perturbed aerosol forcing 
• Similar to the CESM-Large ensemble 

approach

Goal II: What drives the sea-ice melt and Arctic response 
through atmospheric changes?

• Apply random perturbations to 3-D 
temperature field and start from Year 
2000 using pertlim (i.e. a random T 
perturbation is generated for each 
vertical level based on user-specified 
conditions)
• Initiate the model at different time points 

during the year (winter vs. summer start)

By simulating climate trajectories over the period 1920–2100 multiple times with small atmo-
spheric initialization differences, but using the same model and external forcing, this commu-
nity project provides a comprehensive resource for studying climate change in the presence 

of internal climate variability.
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Internal climate variability, by which we mean un-
forced climate variability intrinsic to a given climate 
state, arises from atmospheric, oceanic, land, and 

cryospheric processes and their coupled interactions. 
Internal climate variability is known to have impor-
tant effects on climate change projections, especially 
at regional spatial scales and subdecadal time scales 

(e.g., Hawkins and Sutton 2009; Deser et al. 2014). 
Nevertheless, internal climate variability is often 
underappreciated and confused with model error 
[e.g., as discussed in Tebaldi et al. (2011)]. Why? In 
general, modeling centers contribute a small number 
of realizations to international climate change projec-
tion assessments [e.g., phase 5 of the Coupled Model 
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FIG. 1. CESM1(CAM5) component models and cou-
pling (Hurrell et al. 2013). All components were run 
at ~1° horizontal resolution. CESM1(CAM5) consists 
of coupled atmosphere (CAM5, 30 vertical levels), 
ocean [Parallel Ocean Program, version 2 (POP), 60 
vertical levels], land [Community Land Model, version 
4 (CLM4)], and sea ice [Los Alamos Sea Ice Model 
(CICE)] component models.

FIG. 2. Global surface temperature anomaly (1961–90 base period) for the 
1850 control, individual ensemble members, and observations (HadCRUT4; 
Morice et al. 2012).

potential temperature and salinity data. The PHC2 da-
taset represents a blending of the Levitus et al. (1998) 
with Steele et al. (2001) data for the Arctic Ocean. 
Ocean biogeochemical tracers were initialized from 
a separate 600-yr spinup.

Our 1850 ocean initialization strategy leverages 
two assumptions. First, the upper ocean equilibrates 
on much shorter time scales than the deep ocean. 
Therefore, the upper ocean adjusts to a preindustrial 
state after several decades under constant forcing. 
Second, modern observations still reflect preindus-
trial conditions at depth because of the long abyssal 
ocean equilibrium time scales. After an expected 
initial surface ocean cooling, the 1850 control arrived 
at a balanced coupled state with climate drift only 

in the deep ocean (global ocean temperature drift of 
~0.005 K century–1 for years 400–1000).

After a few centuries, the control run climate was in 
quasi equilibrium with the 1850 forcing. At this point, 
we started the first ensemble member using initial 
conditions from a randomly selected date in the 1850 
control run: 1 January, year 402 (Table 1). Ensemble 
member 1 was integrated forward from 1850 to 2100 
(Fig. 2). Ensemble members 2–30 were all started on 
1 January 1920 using slightly different initial condi-
tions (Table 1). Spread in ensemble members 3–30 
was generated by round-off level differences in their 
initial air temperature fields. Specifically, we applied 
random round-off level (order of 10–14 K) differences 
to the air temperature field of ensemble member 1 to 
generate atmospheric initial conditions for ensemble 
members 3–30. With the exception of their initial air 
temperature field, ensemble members 3–30 all had the 
same initial conditions. For technical reasons, ensem-
ble member 2 was started using a 1-day lagged ocean 
initial condition. Because all 30 CESM-LE members 
share essentially the same ocean initial conditions, the 
CESM-LE does not sample internal climate variability 
resulting from differing ocean states.

All CESM-LE ensemble members have the same 
specified external forcing. Following the CMIP5 design 
protocol, we applied historical forcing from 1920 to 
2005 (Lamarque et al. 2010) and representative con-
centration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) forcing (Meinshausen 
et al. 2011; Lamarque et al. 2011) from 2006 to 2100. 
Unlike the CMIP5 CESM runs, which specified ozone 
forcing from the CAM-Chem model (“CMIP5 CESM 
ozone”; Lamarque et al. 2010, 2011; Meehl et al. 2012), 
the CESM-LE simulations use ozone concentrations 
calculated by a high-top coupled chemistry–climate 

model {CESM1[Whole 
Atmosphere Community 
Climate Model (WACCM)]; 
Marsh et al. 2013} with 
specified ozone depleting 
substances (Table 1).

In response to the ap-
plied historical and RCP8.5 
external forcing from 1920 
to 2100, the global surface 
temperature increases by 
approximately 5 K in all 
ensemble members (Fig. 
2). This consistent ~5-K 
global warming signal in all 
ensemble members by year 
2100 reflects the climate 
response to forcing and 
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Unfortunately, 
Technical Issues!

• Global mean temperatures in the beginning of the simulations start much 
colder, followed by a warming of 10 years to reach “equilibrium”
• Possible Issues

• Random perturbation being too large
• Model not in an equilibrium state to begin with
• Wrong compiler flags, initial condition files, ocean set-up

??

Global Mean T

Goal II: What drives the sea-ice melt and Arctic response 
through atmospheric changes?



Conclusions

• In NorESM, the Arctic response is primarily driven by the atmospheric 
pathway
• This response is modulated by changes in Arctic sea-ice fraction, 

which alters the turbulent flux and energy exchanges between the 
ocean and the atmosphere.
• We propose to conduct a series of initial-condition ensemble 

simulations with modified aerosol forcing to constrain the 
mechanisms that drive the initial Arctic response!


